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Facing the past: the ties between SLUH and slavery Li, Billeaud

A headstone at Cavalry Cemetery in North St. Louis, memorializing the original six enslaved persons
who arrived in Missouri from Maryland in 1823.
BY Galen Bacharier and
Samuel J. Chechik

FEATURES EDITOR, EDITOR IN CHIEF

T

he land belonged to Esther. It had, at least, for
sixteen years. This was a freed
woman’s territory from 1793
to 1808, which she fought
tooth and nail for to defend
against others who wished to
take it. But that land wasn’t
Esther’s anymore—in the
1820s, it became known as
“Connor’s Addition,” a plot
of land bought by Bishop DuBourg that lay on Ninth Street
and Washington Avenue,

with which the Jesuits wished
to expand their school for
young men. Those grounds,
once owned by a woman who
had been enslaved, were part
of the foundation of an institution that benefitted from
slave labor and was managed
by those who enslaved them:
St. Louis University, and
within it, St. Louis University
High.
A massive crucifix sits
at the top of a hill in Cavalry
Cemetery, flanked by dozens
of beautiful, intricately carved
gravestones, all prominently

displaying the same three letters: IHS, marks the graves
of Jesuits from two centuries
ago at St. Louis Academy’s
genesis. Hundreds of yards in
the opposite direction, among
dozens of identical, nondescript headstones, a memorial
to those first slaves that arrived in Missouri with Jesuits.
In the past year, colleges
and universities have, at times
publically, wrestled with their
histories of slavery. Last April,
Georgetown University announced the discovery of its
selling of 272 slaves in 1838
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to save the college from crippling debts. Months later,
Columbia University also began to tackle its past dealings
involving slaves. As a contemporary of these schools,
founded in 1818, St. Louis
University soon found itself
in the same situation—finding that slavery had undoubtedly influenced and been a
crucial element of its early
history.
SLU’s President, Dr. Fred
P. Pestello, released a statement to everyone at the university last October announc-

ing the creation of a joint
working group—called the
Slavery History, Memory, and
Reconciliation Committee—
with the United States Central
and Southern Jesuit Province
to research and eventually
“respond appropriately in
light of the knowledge we
compile.”
In exploring these roots
of a nearly 200-year old institution, we have spent the
last six months trying to learn
about this past, speaking with
several SLU professors—Dr.
Tom Finan, Mr. David Miros
and Dr. Jonathan Smith, and
SLU archivists Ms. Alicia Detelich and Mr. Drew Kupsky,
all of whom participate in the
working group—as well as
two SLUH teachers, English
teacher Mr. Frank Kovarik
and history teacher Mr. Tim
O’Neil, who are familiar with
the subject matter. Visits to
Calvary Cemetery in North
St. Louis City supplemented
the gathering of historical records and documents and interviews with an experiential
learning of the history, seeing
firsthand the graves of some
of the figures we had read
about.
Much of that reading
came from Gilbert J. Garraghan, S.J.’s three-volume
book, entitled The Jesuits of
the Middle United States.
Published in 1938, it details
much of the history of St.
Louis University, and it is the
primary source that countless essays draw from, including Dr. C. Walker Gollar’s

continued on page 4

God of Carnage hits the stage Over 8,000 attend
BY Ben Frailey
REPORTER

T

he Dauphin Players of
St. Louis U. High will
be putting on a showing of
“God of Carnage” this Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday in the
Schulte Theatre.
“God of Carnage,” a play
originally written in French,
was turned into a hit Broadway production in 2009. The
play tells the tale of two sets
of parents whose children got
in a fight at a local park. The
parents meet to work it out
in a civil manner, however
the conversation quickly dis-

solves into chaos as conversation turns to loaded topics
such as misogyny, racial prejudice, and homophobia.
“I read it over the summer and just kind of fell in
love with it because of its intensity,” said director Kevin
McKernan. “I liked that it was
so character-focused instead
of plot-focused.”
The play is pretty small,
as it only has four characters
in it. The first couple has Senior Matt Smith portraying
the role of Alan, while his wife
Mehlville senior Abby Carr
plays Annette. Sophomore
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Joe Mantych as Michael, and
Mehlville junior Ally Butler
as Veronica portrays the other
couple.
The play is unique in
that it doesn’t involve any set
changes or time dashes; it
happens entirely in real time
and all four characters are on
stage for the entirety of the
play.
The play is written in a
way that allows the actors to
have a lot of freedom in how
they portray their characters.
“With a script like this it’s
so cleverly written that it’s al-

Class elections
The freshmen, sophomore and junior classes have cast their ballots
for their respective class officers.
Check out who will be leading
STUCO next year. Page 2

Big League Chem Tourney
Seniors Lancer Li and Salvatore Vitellaro participated in the
©2017 St. Louis University High Washington University ChemisSchool Prep News. No material may try Tournament on April 8 and
be reprinted without the permission
finished in second place. Page 2
of the editors and moderator.

BY Andrew Pluff
NEWS EDITOR

O

ver 8,000 faculty, teachers, and administrators
from Catholic schools across
the nation gathered in St.
Louis this week for the annual
National Catholic Educators Association (NCEA). St.
Louis U. High sent around 16
faculty members to the conference to learn and represent
the school.
The event took place at
continued on page 8 America’s Center in down-
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teachers conference
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Sports

town St. Louis from April
18-20. Those in attendance
were people from all walks of
Catholic schooling life. There
were groups from small town
parish grade schools, Catholic high schools, and all other
kinds of catholic institutions.
“There were three days
of workshops on all kinds of
different topics,” said Campus Minister Meg Beugg. “I
was able to work with campus
ministers from all over the

continued on page 8

Supermileage saves the icebergs
Baseball finishes busy week
This past Tuesday the SLUH Su- The baseball team finished a
permileage club took first place tough week going 2-2 after takin the Missouri Supermileage ing on an out of town team and
Challenge after building a car that two MCC rivals. Page 6
averaged an astounding 219 mpg.
Makes your Prius look pretty Sports
Golf tees off three matches
thirsty, huh?. Page 2
Golf has been busy in the past
Sports
week with great showings from
Laxers are locked and loaded
freshman Ray Winter, junior
The lacrosse team stopped some
Jack Wachter and senior Max
Rebels and tackled some Lancers
Twardowski.. Page 7
this week with wins over Priory
and Lafayette. Page 6

baptized
at Easter
Vigil
Masses

BY Riley McEnery and
Zach Hennes
STAFF, CORE STAFF

S

enior Lancer Li was initiated into the Catholic
Church on April 15 through
his Baptism at the Easter Vigil
at the Cathedral. Freshman
Jack Billeaud was also formally brought into Catholicism
through his own Baptism at a
Holy Saturday Mass at Washington University.
Li was originally approached by the Rev. Joseph
Hill, S.J., in December about
considering being baptized
after Hill noticed his involvement with Campus Ministry
through pastoral team and
the freshman retreat. Li discussed the idea with Economics teacher Kevin Foy, whose
family Li has been living with
for the past eight months.
“After spending two
years at SLUH and participating in religious services like
Mass or retreats, I felt like
there was a calling,” said Li.
“After talking to Fr. Hill, I felt
like it was the right choice for
me.”
Li decided in the Lenten
season to be baptized, and he
knew just who he wanted his
sponsor to be: Foy.
“He asked me to be his
sponsor, so I got to walk with
him a little bit on his journey,”
said Foy.
Li discussed the preparations for his Baptism with
Hill, who eventually landed
him a spot in the RCIA (Rite
of Christian Initiation for
Adults) program at Saint Louis University, even though he
was fairly late in the process.
The standard time for a participant to complete the RCIA
program is several months,
and Li didn’t quite have that
time. Instead, he went to both
the Sunday evening meetings
and private meetings with the
priest in charge of the RCIA
program at SLU.
Obviously, Li was under

continued on page 8
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Li, Vitellaro lead Chembills in Wash Classes elect 2017-2018 class
U competition, fall to Carmel High presidents and vice presidents
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Chemistry teacher Mary Russo with sophomores Nico Rodriguez and Thomas Wu.
BY Ray and Sam Goedeker
REPORTER, CORE STAFF

O

n the dawn of April 8,
an assortment of SLUH
masterminds awoke from
their peaceful slumber, where
chemistry equations rapidly
were balanced from the first
opening of their eyes.

The past weeks had been
filled with gritty and determined preparation, striving
to gain a holistic understanding of the Nernst and Goldman equations of ions. These
brave intellectuals were ready
to embark on the uber-competitive, student-run Wash-

Cinephile walks the
hall of SLUH: junior
Rich Michalski
BY Nathan Wild and Steven Zak
STAFF, REPORTER

S

t. Louis U. High junior
Richard Michalski has taken his passion for the filmed
arts and turned it into a form
of art for other people to enjoy and learn from. Michalski
set out to use the platform of
Youtube to share his opinions
of movies, creating his own
channel and uploading several videos on everything related to cinema.
“It started out as an outlet to talk about movies. I
usually see a lot, but not everybody does, so I don’t have
anybody to talk to most of the
time,” said Michalski.
His fanaticism for public
speaking and film have burgeoned during his career at
SLUH as he voices his opinions on weekly broadcasts of
“The Pulse” and learns more
about the art of film through
classes.
“The Pulse starting back
up was really cool. It was
a great idea to start doing
something like that again,”
said Michalski. “Film classes
also gave me a bigger view
of all different types of film.
It made me appreciate more
than I already did.”
What began as a Twitter review of movies using a
screenshot of text from the
Notes app on his phone slowly
evolved into a Youtube channel in the past few months.
Michalski wanted his reviews
to become more available to
the public, not solely for those
who followed his Twitter. The
public responded well to the
alteration in styles and continues to support his content.
Currently, he has 34 subscribers on Youtube and averages
hundreds of views on each of
his videos.
As of now, Michalski

has 13 movie reviews, two
television reviews, and two
special episodes showcasing his collection of Blu Ray.
The reviews last anywhere
between two to five minutes
and consist of plot summary
and his opinions on the work
as a whole. The movie reviews
are judged on a basis of before
and after watching it. Before
watching the movie, Michalski gives the premise of the
movie as well as how the public has viewed it thus far. To
conclude the segment before
watching the movie, he gives
an initial rating of the movie
that is subject to change after
his experience.
After
watching
the
movie, Michalski returns to
the camera to give a fairly in
depth analysis of personal
favorite scenes, critiques of
scenes, as well as an analysis
of the work as a whole. To
conclude the episodes, Michalski gives a final rating for
the movie and justifies his
number with final remarks.
The videos follow no
sequential pattern of genre.
They range from suspenseful
thrillers like Get Out to childhood classics like the latest
rendition of Beauty and the
Beast.
“I don’t really care about
money or genre. As long as it
looks good and looks like a lot
of fun, I’ll watch it,” said Michalski.
Currently, his content is
created solely for the enjoyment of others without any
paid endorsements. However,
he plans to make film a key
aspect of his occupation in
the future.
“I have always had an
interest in a film career. I am
still trying to figure out what
that is, but reviewing could be
a big part of it. I think it is a
good jumping off point,” said
Michalski.

ington University Chemistry
Tournament (WUCT).
Entering the large mahogany doors of Tisch Commons, led by moderator Mary
Russo, the young scholars
took their seats at the small
circular tables.
The “Team Leaders”—
extraordinary senior duo
Lancer Li and Salvatore Vitellaro—confidently reinforced
the team that they had been
working with for months in
preparation for SLUH’s second appearance at WUCT.
The competition had
multiple stages, starting with
an individual test, followed
by a test where each team of
six broke up into three pairs.
The pairs test had three different topics: caffeine, chemistry, and organic chemistry,
with each pair taking one of
the topics.
Then the teams of six
worked together on what is
called a broken bonds round,
where the teams pick between
easy, medium, or hard questions with a corresponding
level of points for the type of
question.
At the end of the day, the
Jr. Bills didn’t come out on
top, losing to the main victor of the day, Carmel High
School from Carmel, Indiana.
“Even though we faced
stronger, more professionally
trained opponents, we tried
hard and bonded as a team,”
said Li, the captain of team
two. “And as a result our underclassmen teammates will
continue to practice and participate in WUCT.”

BY Jake Hennes and Matthew Quinlan
CORE STAFF, STAFF

I

t is finished. The ballots are
cast, and their peers have
selected the new leaders for
the Classes of 2018, 2019, and
2020 through a popular vote.
The junior class was the
first of the three to elect its
leaders from those who had
made it through the primaries, hearing speeches and
voting on March 31. Three
students ran for Junior Class
President, while one ran unopposed for the Vice Presidential position. The three
who ran for President were
Buck Chevalier, Jack Callahan, and Drew Kirchoff. The
sole junior who ran for Vice
President was Brian Tretter.
“Buck and Drew were
great candidates, so I knew
that any of us would be a great
fit,” said Callahan.
After Chevalier, Callahan, and Kirchoff each gave
their speeches, (almost all of
which were focused on the
legacy left by the Class of
2018), the junior class took to
the polls to elect their leaders
by the end of day. In the end,
Callahan and Tretter took the
positions.
“I’m pumped for next
year,” said Tretter. “It’s upsetting that it’s our final year at
SLUH, but being a senior
comes with a lot of perks. We
get special privileges and go
to prom, and I think being on
STUCO for my final year will
really motivate me to make it
our best year possible.”
“I’m honored to be elected as our class president and
I am very excited to lead our
class,” said Callahan. “I can’t

wait for next year and the
endless possibilities we’ll be
able to take advantage of.”
The sophomore class was
the next to elect its leaders, on
April 10. The presidential candidates were Jack Perry, D.J.
Sansone, and Thomas Molen.
The vice-presidential candidates were Paul Gillam, Alfie
Arun, and Chris Staley.
This year, many of the
speeches focused on becoming closer as a class and adding more activities.
“One of the main things
that people wanted to change
was Mission Week, because
students wanted there to be
more activities,” said Gillam.
“Another major point that was
brought up was brotherhood
and unity within our class and
the school as a whole.”
Thomas Molen won the
presidency and Paul Gillam
and Alfie Arun tied for the
Vice President position. It is
very rare for two candidates
to tie for a position. Stuco
moderator Kate Toussaint had
never seen it before.
“After discussing it with
Dr. K, we thought it would
be best to have co-VPs as this
was a final election. My first
thought was that they should
both win. There are many responsibilities as a junior and
more help is always needed,”
said Toussaint.
Although they thought
about it before their speeches,
Gillam and Arun were very
surprised to tie, but hope to
be able to combine ideas to
bring their class together as a
whole.
“It was actually really
funny because Alfie and I
went to Mrs. Toussaint be-

fore the speeches and asked
if we could just be Co-Vice
Presidents, but then we actually ended up tying after
the voting,” said Gillam. “I
am very excited to be able to
work alongside him, because I
think we can both bring a lot
of different things to the table
to help our class.”
Molen’s main platform is
hoping to unite the Class of
2019 further while he is president.
“One of my main goals
is class unity and I hope to
host Class of 2019 events like
barbecues and movie nights
to foster unity,” said Molen.
“Many members of STUCO
are men of action that will get
our goals done.”
The freshmen also elected their leaders on April 18,
choosing James Galli as their
president and Peter Herrmann as their vice president.
“The STUCO guys for
2017-18 seem great,” said
Toussaint. “I’ve worked with
some of the before and am
always excited to get to know
the new guys. As a moderator,
it’s fun to see who the class
chooses to lead them.”
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Senior vice president-elect
Will Perryman during his
speech.

Robobills take first out of nine in Missouri
SuperMileage Challenge
Niles Bernabe
STAFF

T

his past Tuesday, the St.
Louis U. High SuperMileage Club, working through
Ranken Technical College,
snatched first place at the 12th
annual Missouri SuperMileage
Challenge. The competition
took place at Central Missouri
University and involved students designing and building
a safe vehicle with the highest
fuel milage attainable.
“We simply built a car
from scratch to go as far as
possible on as little fuel as possible,” said senior Robby Esswein. “We used a 36 CC engine
and lightweight steel tubing to
make the car since it was easy
to work with, relatively strong,
and also lightweight.
The goal of the SuperMileage Challenge is to promote technology education
and awareness in the area of
fuel economy. In order to do
this, the competition challenged students to build a one
person, single cylinder engine
vehicle. The competition is
open to both high schoolers and middle schoolers all
across Missouri.
“I joined because I heard
about the Supermileage Chal-

Members of the SuperMileage Club during the competition.

lenge from Mr. Pitts and
thought it sounded interesting
enough to try it,” said Esswein.
The SuperMileage team
consisted mostly of members
of the SLUH Sustainability
Club and a few students from
Cor Jesu Academy. The team
faced off against eight other
cars early Tuesday morning
and dominated over the majority of the competition.

“Our top gas mileage that
we reached that day was 234
mpg,” said senior Jacob Sullivan. “Our average across the
day in our four best runs was
about 219 mpg.”
A close second place was
awarded to Marshall High
School, who attained an average mileage of 207 mpg.
However, the rest of the competition lagged far behind
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with third place only attaining a meager 138 mpg. SLUH’s
car hit an average speed of 22
mph, well within the competition-accepted range of 15-30
mph.
The team was awarded a
new metal inert gas welder for
their ingenuity, and the group
plans on participating in the
next SuperMileage Challenge
in 2018.
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Letter

Brothers?
To the editors:
Starting sometime this
past Lent, I attempted to expand my familiarity with the
entirety of the senior class by
sitting with a variety of different tables at lunch throughout the rest of the year. During Holy Week, however,
something happened at one
of these tables that stole away
much of my hope in my fellow classmates.
I went to the far edge of
the Commons, close to the
theater lobby. I selected a
table at which two students
were sitting and joined them,
asking if the seat was open
before taking my place. A few
minutes passed and a couple
of other students joined us
at that table. Then, however,
someone from their friend
group (not that I am accusing
this person or anyone else directly, but rather, the whole of
the group) decided randomly
to sit at the table adjacent to
the one we were at. Gradually,
more of the people in that
friend group sat at that other
table, which eventually drew
into itself those who had been
sitting at the table I was at. I
sat silently, watching as the
few students who had been
at my table left me there to
join their friends at the other
table. Once everyone had left
my table except me, I finished
my lunch alone, since there
was little room left at their
table for me to fit into.
I go to the youth group
at my parish frequently, and
I can guarantee that, when
there, the most commonly
used example for how to
show someone the love of
Jesus Christ is that of sitting
with someone who is eating
alone at lunch. In fact, I usually go so far as to call it the
cheesy and clichéd example,
though it has much legitimacy. It seems such an easy
problem to address.
Now, the main point that
I wanted to focus on in this
letter is this: If we, as a class,
cannot address a problem as
simple as people unwillingly
eating alone at lunch, I request that we stop claiming to
be brothers to each other. If
we are truly brothers, no one

should be isolated from such a
family. If there is such a lack of
love in our class, such a lack of
the realization of our duty to
be our brother’s keeper, then I
do not believe we have a right
to claim to be brothers. And
if we cannot act like brothers
and treat others like brothers
now, I don’t see how we can
possibly be “Brothers into
Eternity.”
Of course, I desire that
brotherhood with my classmates. I hope and pray that we
can be united more closely in
the Body of Christ, so that, as
St. Paul says, “there may be no
division in the body, but that
the parts may have the same
concern for one another” (1
Corinthians 12:25). I would
challenge the class as a whole
to strive for this unity as well.
Additionally, I wanted to encourage some specific practices in order to be more strongly
united in the Body of Christ,
and thus, more strongly united to each other.
First, make use of the
Holy Mass offered every day
in the chapel at 7:20. Through
Mass, we literally receive
Communion, not only in
the Body and Blood of Jesus
(though that is most important), but also in our unity
with the saints, those in Purgatory, and those receiving
the Eucharist with us that day.
Likewise, the sacrament of
Confession reunites us with
God and with the Church, so
reconnecting us with others.
Finally, as we are still in the
Octave of Easter, reflect on the
Resurrection.
This letter is obviously
quite dreary, but I think it follows the spirit of the Easter
season in that, through the
grace of God, it provides hope
and an opportunity to rise out
of any sinful state that we have
been living in.
I beg of everyone, make
sure that we are able to answer
Cain’s resonating question,
“Am I my brother’s keeper?”
with a resounding, “Yes, and
I have kept him well.” Rest assured of my prayers for you,
and I ask that you please pray
for me. God Bless.
Jacob Price, ’17

SLUH “Pulse” revitalized
with YouTube channel
BY Will Slatin and Luke
Veltz
REPORTERS

S

t. Louis U. High radio is
once again back on the
air. After two years of inactivity, SLUH’s Pulse Radio
Club has made its return to
the community with the help
of junior James Storgion,
president of the club, and
some of his fellow juniors.
According to the vice
president of the Pulse, junior Ken Viehland, the goal
of bringing back Pulse radio
is to give students a source
of information that is “more
casual, and less structured,

than the Prep News.”
With this in mind, the
club contacted math teacher
Stephen Deves and asked
him to be the club’s moderator. He accepted, and after a
few weeks of meetings, planning for the first broadcast,
and recruiting other Jr. Bills
to join the club, the Pulse
aired its first podcast on
March 31.
“They’ve been very passionate and energized from
the start,” said Deves.
The club has produced
three more shows, and
plans to continue to air two
to three shows per week.

3

Corley’s bees buzz into community garden
The SLUH community
has been buzzing about the
bee colony that was installed
on Monday, April 17, by geometry teacher Frank Corley.
The hive stands just on the
edge of the Community garden on the east side of the Jesuit residence. The hive holds
two “nucleus colonies” which
will hopefully grow into two
full-size colonies. Each nucleus has about three to five
pounds of bees, or about ten
thousand bees in each, and
when the hive becomes fully

grown, it will hopefully house
anywhere from 30,000 to
60, 000 bees living in it.
“People should feel free
to go out there any time they
want,” says Corley. “I want to
emphasize that there’s nothing dangerous about them.
They’re as afraid of you as you
are them.”
If everything goes well,
the colony will be able to sustain itself through the summer and winter.
—Compiled by Paul Gillam
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PN Puzzle
3. Education, Training, and
Research
4. ___ feed, used to publish
things such as blog entries,
news headlines, audio, and
video
5. Insect and sport
6. One of the largest species in
the deer family
7. Expression of surprise, often used by Steve Irwin
8. Used instead of “myself ” by
a sovereign or other person in
authority
12. Top _____ noodles
14. A group
15. A snakelike fish
17. Astronomical Unit
20. Third person singular
present of ‘be’; yes, I know I
used this twice
21. French, masculine form of
‘the’
23. Singer, real name Laura
Pergolizzi
26. Puzzled, confused, or bewildered
27. Not nearside
28. A shopping center; public
square
29. Something bad sure is _
crossword | Craig Grzechowiak
_____
present of ‘be’
30. Abbv. of Qohelet from the
39. No hint, it’s just azr
Torah which is Ecclesiastes in
the Bible
40. Hindi for peace
42. The main trunk of the sys- 31. An individual thing that
temic arteries
can form part of a whole
44. Missouri
32. Whatever
45. Popular computer brand 34. Expression of shock or fear
36. Jesus broke this
based in Round Rock, Texas
46. ‘Doe, a ____, a female 41. Used to introduce a fur____’
ther negative statement
47. ‘To infinity and _____’
42. Worn by altar boys during
Mass
43. Informal word for ‘old’

Across:
1. A redheaded person; spice
6. Amazon’s handsfree device
9. A Slovic monarch
10. _-_ University, in North
Carolina
11. The Prep News always has
these
13. Comparative adjective of
‘icky’
16. ___ Chechik
17. A terrible sports injury involves tearing this
18. Jennifer Lien’s character
from Star Trek
19. Great way to contact your
teachers

22. A four-stringed Hawaiian
instrument
24. ‘Don’t do that, or ____’
25. Sports awards ceremony,
previously on ESPN and now
on ABC
26. Barnes & Noble
27. Boba ____
28. _. _. Chang’s
29. Band known for the song
‘Barbie Girl’
32. Washington-Lee
33. Stonework
35. To restore
37. University of Hawaii at Down:
Hilo
1. Plural of geese
38. Third person singular 2. Ordinary

This includes the “Anything
Goes Fridays” show hosted
by Storgion, “Movie Mondays” run by junior Rich
Michalski, and the “After the
Whistle” sports show hosted by Viehland, usually on
Wednesdays.

Some
things
have
changed in the way the Pulse
functions. For example, the
Star Wars-themed introduction of the first broadcast
stated that, “It’s not really radio anymore. It’s sorta more
of a podcast, but hey, you

gotta innovate.”
While the Pulse may not
be using the same technology they used to, they are still
broadcasting from the same
“Pulse Room” that had been
used in the past. This space
had actually been converted

into a storage space for the
SLUH Sports Network during the club’s absence.
“Those who are running
it are gonna make sure they
give it their all, so listen,”
said Deves.
All of the Pulsecasts can
be viewed on YouTube.
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manuscript on SLU’s slaves,
a modern interpretation and
analysis of Garraghan’s tellings. SLU professor Nathaniel Millett also wrote an essay
on SLU’s history with slavery,
which was coincidentally
published during the beginnings of discussion around
Georgetown in May of last
year, with much of the source
info coming from Garraghan.

that entails. Were they being
treated well? Were they being
systematically abused? Well,
they were slaves.”
St. Louis U. High hasn’t
always sat on Oakland Avenue across from the Science
Center and Forest Park. The
Anna F. Backer Memorial became the home of SLUH in
1924, and officially became
a separate entity from SLU
about seven years later.

here with slaves. That’s a very
different narrative, in a lot of
ways.”
SLUH’s website dedicates
a page to this complex past
under the ‘Diversity’ section,
stating that “our long history, like that of our nation
itself, also contains shameful
episodes that, in calling us to
atonement, shape and heighten our sense of mission.”

1823 at a farm in Florissant
named the Saint Stanislaus Jesuit Novitiate. Eventually, the
novitiate would grow to include upwards of a few dozen
slaves, several of whom had
been brought by Van Quickenborne from the same Maryland novitiate years later. This
would be where Jesuits and
the slaves lived and worked
for several years as the school
began to expand.

A large crucifix overlooks dozen of Jesuit graves on a hill in Cavalry Cemetery in North St. Louis City.

Garraghan’s work, however, is not without its flaws,
however, and represent one
perspective on the history.
The Jesuits of the Middle
United States includes one
specific chapter entitled
“Training the Personnel,”
which is dedicated to the education of the Jesuit novitiate
in St. Louis and within the
University. The chapter also
includes a ten-page segment
on the history and treatment
of enslaved persons on the
novitiate farm.
“They held slaves, and as

(There is) this
vision of these
intrepid Jesuits
who came to St.
Louis U. in the
1820s—these guys
are trailblazers,
and all that. But
these guys came
here with slaves.
That’s a very
different narrative,
in a lot of ways.
-Dr. Tom Finan
slaveholders, they were part
of a wider world in the United
States of slaveholders,” said
Dr. Tom Finan, ’85, a SLU
history professor and former
SLUH history teacher who
serves on the working group.
“And there were patterns of
behavior with slaves that, not
that we necessarily have to
assume took place, but that
wouldn’t be surprising if they
took place. Because that’s the
nature of this evil. … These individuals were part of the early 19th century in the United
States, and they were part of
a wider system that benefited
from slave labor, and all that

The Schools
in St. Louis
St. Louis University was
originally called Saint Louis
Academy and later called
Saint Louis College; the high
school was located in a building on campus.
The original location
of St. Louis Academy was a
small, private house near the
Mississippi that had been
founded in 1818; it was taken
under the control of Jesuits approximately five years
later. SLU’s current location
at Grand and Lindell began
construction approximately
40 years later.
The city of St. Louis, St.
Louis University, and St. Louis
University High intertwined
in the early to mid-nineteenth
century, meaning that the institution of slavery stretched
across all three places, as the
Jesuits’ influence in these
times was widespread. It’s impossible to get an exact sense
of how the Society of Jesus as
a whole viewed slavery at the
time, but passages from The
Jesuits of the Middle United
States as well as other sources
from the era can show the
general atmosphere between
religious groups and slaves.
Miros, the Director of Jesuit Archives and co-chair of
the working group, mentioned
that people shouldn’t just assign the Jesuits as a whole to
one area of thought—different groups in separate provinces had different ideas—and
noted that variety of opinions,
even on the topic of slavery,
existed at this time.
“(There is) this vision
of these intrepid Jesuits who
came to St. Louis U. in the
1820s—these guys are trailblazers, and all that,” said
Finan. “But these guys came

From

Maryland to
Missouri
The group of Jesuits and
slaves that first arrived in Missouri came from Maryland,
was led by Rev. Charles Felix
Van Quickenborne, and included six slaves. The six are
named in the deed of transfer,
cited by Garraghan, as “Tom
and Polly, his wife, Moses and
Nancy, his wife, Isaac and
Succy, his wife, all of whom
are the property of the above
corporation (Van Quickenborne).”
The group settled in
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“We think (there eventually were) 35 to 40 (slaves) as
opposed to the hundreds that
were at Georgetown,” said Finan. “We don’t have the additional baggage of the slaves
being sold for profit to keep
the university alive. … But
we certainly don’t get off the
hook.”
Garraghan states that
“most of the Jesuit houses in
Missouri before the Civil War
appear to have made use of
slave labor at one time or another.” Slaves worked in the
construction of new buildings on the farm, the farm
work itself, cooking, and

other tasks that the Jesuits
needed completed. According
to Garraghan, this work was
split by gender, with the adult
males working on construction—the “heavy labor,” as
Garraghan puts it—and farm
work while the adult women
and children would cook,
have household work, and
tend to garden patches.
In the early days of its
foundation, the work was almost entirely farm and homerelated, with the men designated to the former and the
women the latter. Within a
few years of its establishment,
the farm became a source of
slave labor for the new college
expansion as the school began
to attract more students. The
extent of how many slaves
were used in the physical construction of said expansions,
however, is unknown.
“We don’t know in some
cases whether or not they
were working at the university, or working on farms that
the Society was managing,”
said Finan. “We have a fairly
decent idea of what they were
doing for the most part, farm
labor and stuff like that. But a
lot of these aren’t folks that are
just serving dinner … they’re
doing hard work.”
While Van Quickenborne and the Jesuit novices
lived relatively comfortably,
the slaves did not; a visit from
a fellow Jesuit in 1827 brought
attention to the fact that “the
Negroes were without suitable
living-quarters,” according to
Garraghan. At the moment,
there’s no complete historical
context of how the slaves were
treated by the Jesuits—that is
something the SLU working
group is researching—but a
letter that group came across
tells of an enslaved person
who traveled back to Maryland after living in Missouri
and hints at reasons why he
was brought back to his original location, as the Jesuits
supposedly mistreated him,
according to Garraghan.

Slavery

Through the
Jesuits’ Eyes
In Garraghan’s account
of this Jesuit history, he turns
his course from the general
overview of the what happened throughout the University and its use of slave
labor to the novitiate farm—
how slaves were treated there
and their lifestyle while living
under the Jesuits.
“The blacks”—a popular name for the slaves used
by Jesuits at the time of Garraghan’s writings—“were not
free to choose the kind or
place or duration of their labor.” Because they were subject to certain regulations and
were “property before the law
of their legal owners (the Jesuits),” they were treated as
such when they violated the
regulations of their masters.
Garraghan notes that
punishments might include
“docking their time of leisure or recreation,” though
they barely had any of that
due to their strenuous work
schedule—with a five o’clock
start time in the morning to
“‘the blowing of the horn,’” or
whenever the Jesuits wanted
it to be, in the evening. They
also were not allowed to use a
horse unless granted specific
permission.
Slaves working under the
Jesuits at St. Stanislaus could
make some money by working overtime or performing
certain tasks, and the option
to lend oneself out to another priest for some extra pay
was available for a few on the
farm. Many of the novitiate
accounting books from the
time included dates, names
of slaves, and monetary compensation for certain tasks,
including “hauling hay in
their own time,” “working for
the house,” “making a broom,”
among others.
Garraghan also noted
times when the slaves were
also given what the Jesuits

continued on page 5

Left: Esther is officially “manumitted,” or was bought from slavery, in July 1793, and received the land at documents | courtesy of
Mr. Drew Kupsky
9th and Washington in November for her and her husband. Right: ‘Concerning the Litigation’: A lawsuit
involved a man named William Carr purchasing the land in 1809, who sold the land to Bishop DuBourg
only a few years later.
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Saint Stanislaus Jesuit Novitiate as it appeared in 1936.

(continued from page 4)

called “‘a little treat’” at Christmas, Epiphany, Easter, Whitsunday (Pentecost), and the
Assumption that amounted to
around twenty-five cents per
adult. Other families received
livestock, food, and other
cooking materials. Many of
the clothing items that the
slaves wore were made of their
own material that they found
or had kept from past times
in places like Maryland. For
example, on special occasions,
some cloth was granted if an
enslaved person made first
holy communion, according
to Garraghan.
Some of the Jesuit priests
did not trust the slaves or
though they were incompetent, according to Garraghan.
One priest said that “‘servants
(slaves) are apt to misunderstand and even to forget’”
important items for a journey
to buy tools or goods, for example, and some slaves who
went on horseback to make
purchases “‘seldom made
purchases at a medium price
and hardly ever at the lowest
price,’” according to another.
Rev. Peter Verhaegen, one of
the Jesuit priests on the novitiate farm, said that “‘greater
economy would result if the
duties of Brothers were not
performed by the slaves,
whom one can scarcely trust.’”
The slaves who came
from Maryland to Missouri on
the novitiate farm, according
to Garraghan, were relatively
“orderly and well-behaved,”
and though some priests cited
misbehavior, others denied it,
stating “the report was without foundation.”
Yet, even though the
slaves were supposedly treated better because they worked
under Jesuit priests—all information supplied by Garraghan—he
acknowledged
that “even at the novitiate
discontent among the Negroes was not unknown.”
But the “bondmen,” as Garraghan calls the slaves here,
“would seem to have had no
ground for complaint on the
score of unfair treatment,” as
the priests allegedly provided
adequate living quarters and

good treatment of their slaves.
Other visitors to the farm
cited a different opinion. Rev.
Dzierozynski noticed in 1827
that “the Negroes were without suitable living-quarters”
and gave the order that they
needed to have them supplied.
Van Quickenborne was
sometimes “charged by his
associates with treating the
slaves harshly” and even ordered four enslaved people
to be put on a wagon to St.
Louis to be imprisoned and
then sold later, but one Jesuit
brother stopped them on the
way and told them to return
to the novitiate to “‘ask Father
Van Quickenborne’s pardon.’”
One enslaved person from
Maryland said that his lodging
was “highly uncomfortable
and he offered to purchase his
freedom for seventy-five dollars.” Garraghan asserts that
“cases like this were rare.”
Rev. Murphy, another
Jesuit on the farm, wrote that
“‘the Negroes are perfectly
cared for, soul and body,’”
and Rev. Isidore Boudreaux
informed the Superior General that there was a house for
the slaves and workmen, with
each family having a separate apartment for the “some
thirty Negroes, men, women,
children, and old people” living there.
Boudreaux also added
that “I am sometimes apprehensive about our slaves and
doubt whether we always fulfill our duties in their regard.”
Miros said that very little
attention has been paid to the
lives of the enslaved in comparison to their Jesuit enslavers and that the slaves and
their stories have often been
overlooked.
One issue that the research presents is that no voices exist from the side of those
in bondage by the Jesuits. According to a few archivists,
minimal diaries or accounts
from slaves themselves exist,
as much of their lives were
communicated by priests corresponding by letters or discussing in person on the novitiate farm.
Though we may know
some details through the ac-
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counts of Garraghan and
other sources, many details
remain murky if not lost altogether, and problems and
challenges arise for researchers when there are conflicting
accounts and missing voices
in the narrative of SLU and
SLUH’s history with slavery.
Despite that, the SLU committee is continuing its research
into its 200th year.

Research
Efforts and
Future Goals
St. Louis University’s research to better understand
the Jesuits, slaves, and the society around them in the 19th
century includes many of the
people we interviewed and
talked to on its bicentennial
committee to fully dive into
its—and subsequently our—
history of slavery here in the
city. Jonathan Smith, Ph.D.,
is leading the committee, and
the work that started in 2015
and led to a statement from
the U.S. Central and Southern
Province on the project.
“We have learned more
about the pain suffered by
the enslaved people and also
the enduring wound to their
descendants,” it reads. They
“deeply regret Jesuits’ participation in this evil institution.”
The statement was released on Sept. 19, 2016,
and “this present moment of
heightened awareness” that
the Province is now in calls
them to have “a more intentional response” once the research is completed.
“We’re trying to be exhaustive. We’re looking at
documents that folks might
not normally think are going to relate to something
about slavery,” said Finan of
the committee. “So, business
transactions and that kind of
stuff, where there might be an
inkling. We’re looking at correspondence, we’re looking at
all sorts of different sources,
but this is one of those issues
of history, too, where as a historian, it’s rare that the people
of the past give you a source
that answers your question

right off the bat.”
SLU’s three-pronged approach is also aided by the
work of the Provincial’s lead
archivist, Dr. David Miros,
who has been researching
this topic for years and also
provided us with SLU’s President’s and the Province’s statements.
“The primary work right
now is simply researching the
history to find out as much
factual information as we can
about the history of slavery as
it pertains to St. Louis University and the Jesuits in the 19th
century,” said Smith, the Vice
President for Diversity and
Community Engagement at
SLU, as well as the co-chair of
the committee, officially titled
‘Slavery History, Memory and
Reconciliation.’ “One reason
for doing that is because in the
early years of the university,
it’s almost impossible to pull
the Province and the University apart.”
In an email announcement to the University about
the commitee, President Fred
Pestello recognized this “tragedy of slavery in America” and
said that the “Jesuits were regrettably involved in this sinful institution.” SLU hasn’t yet
“fully acknowledged the contributions of enslaved people
during our early years,” Pestello writes, and that through
“digging deeper into their
histories and acknowledging
the stories of enslaved people
within our respective institutions,” SLU can then “seek to
respond appropriately” in the
light of the compiled knowledge.
While Georgetown tried
to atone for its sins through
a special admissions process
and selection for descendants
of the 272 slaves it sold to save
the university, SLU doesn’t yet
know the scope of its history
with slavery, as its research
won’t be completed until the
end of the bicentennial anniversary year and will most
likely continue into the future.
SLU’s hope of finding any
of the descendants of slaves
that the Jesuits owned on the
Florissant farm faces a significant hurdle.

“We’re hindered by the
fact that a lot of the people
who show up in the records as
slaves don’t have recorded last
names,” said Finan. “So as a
result, we’re not clear on who’s

If we’re going
to have a
mature sense
of pride and
appreciation
for the history
of our school,
that needs
to include
a realistic
awareness
of the full
history of the
place, good
and bad.
-Mr. Frank Kovarik
who in some cases, we’re not
sure if the same name mentioned in two sources is referring to the same person. That’s
a huge challenge.”
Though tracking down
descendants is a challenge,
the knowledge would provide
the group with important resources.
“One of our goals is to at
least begin the process of figuring out what happened after
they freed the slaves, and what
happens to these people,” said
Finan. “We know roughly
what happens, and where they
lived, and all that, but the moment that we can tie them in
to census records … that’s
when we can start getting into
a different realm.”
“Next year, we will be really working on ways to reach
out to the variety of communities that are affected by the
information that we find out,”
said Smith. “So that will include our campus community,
our city community, and what
we don’t have a real grasp of
right now are descendants of
people who were enslaved at

St. Louis University or by Jesuits so we don’t have a real
good idea of that right now. If
we can get a clear picture and
a good sense of who might be
descendants, those would be
people we would certainly be
reaching out to to involve in
our project.”
“I’ve certainly been aware
that the Province was looking
at doing the research, and I’m
certainly aware as a school
that’s as old as we are that this
is part of the background of
the school,” said President
David Laughlin. “I don’t know
what the results of their research are going to be, but I
look forward to hearing about
that.”
This committee is working to uncover a facet of the
histories of both SLU and
SLUH, a facet that some may
view as a break in a narrative
that’s been written and told for
decades.
“This story interrupts our
narrative of SLU and SLUH in
a lot of ways. But narratives,
when we get to more accurate
views of the past, should be
disrupted, I think,” said Finan.
“And that’s what we’re looking
at here.”
“We at SLUH are very
proud of the date 1818,”
Kovarik said. “But I think if
we’re going to be proud of
the date 1818, we also have
to be willing to look honestly
at what was happening from
1818 on. If we’re going to have
a mature sense of pride and
appreciation for the history
of our school, that needs to
include a realistic awareness
of the full history of the place,
good and bad.”
Now, St. Louis University
and the Jesuits are working to
complete that appreciation,
as the full portrait of these
enslaved persons—vital parts
of the foundation of both the
school and the city around
it—begins to be painted. It
may result in more than simply a small headstone tucked
among many in the corner
of Cavalry Cemetery in Florissant, “in memory of three
slave couples … whose labor,
not freely given, helped to establish Jesuit presence.”

Victory over Vianney brings baseball to .500 in conference play
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Junior Griffin Lester (left) and senior Nick Peccola (right) against CBC on Apr. 10.

Nick Gima
STAFF

T

he St. Louis U. High baseball team had another
busy week, going 2-2 through
four games.
Against the Chicago
Bulls on Tuesday, the Jr. Bills
blew the game open in the
bottom of the second, rattling
off four quick runs to jump
to an early 4-0 lead. They
pounded the Bulls’ pitching
staff throughout the rest of the
game, earning an early 18-4
mercy rule win.
Junior Matt Bauer started
on the bump for the Bills, and
he was phenomenal through
his three innings of work.
He had great control over his
offspeed, and his fastball had
great velocity as well. He was
pulled out of the game early

due to his pitch count, and the
bullpen took care of the rest to
secure the win.
“We just put good metal
on the ball,” said senior Nick
Peccola. “If you put the ball in
play, good things happen.”
The next day, the Bills
traveled to Belleville West to
take on the Maroons.
The Maroons got on
the board in the bottom of
the fourth inning with a line
drive over shortstop Donovan
Ditto’s head that brought in
a runner from second base,
putting Belleville West up
1-0. This would prove to be
enough.
The Bills’ offense was
blanked for the first time this
season, failing to bring home
any runners.
Junior
Griffin
Les-

ter started the game on the
mound, and he provided another dazzling performance.
Through four innings of work,
he only allowed the lone run
to the Maroons. Bauer came
in as relief and shut out Belleville West for the remainder
of the contest.
“Griffin’s been insane for
us,” said senior Adam Kleffner. “He definitely deserves to
have a win.”
The Bills took on MCC
rival Chaminade this past
Monday at Chaminade.
This game went back and
forth until the sixth inning,
with neither team managing
to break open the game.
Pitching in relief, Kleffner started off the inning with
a walk and a base hit, giving
the Red Devils runners on the

corners with no outs.
Kleffner attempted to
make a third to first pick off
move by faking a motion to
third, and then throwing over
to first. However, the umpire
called a balk on Kleffner,
claiming that he stepped towards home before he threw
over to third. As a result, the
Red Devils picked up the goahead run to make it 7-6.
“I’ve practiced that move
a hundred times,” said Kleffner. “I know I didn’t balk.”
The bleeding was not
over as Kleffner got in another
jam with runners on second
and third with only one out.
Head coach Steve Nicollerat
brought his infield in, hoping
to make a play on the runner
on third. But Chaminade got
a bloop hit over second base
to bring in two more runs to
make it 9-6.
The Bills picked up a run
in the top of the seventh, but
fell by a final score of 9-7, giving them a record of 1-2 in
MCC play.
“It just wasn’t our day,”
said Ditto. “We kept ourselves
in the game, but things just
didn’t fall our way.”
Finally, the Bills took on
the Vianney Griffins at Sheridan Stadium this past Tuesday.
The Bills faced the task
of going against star pitcher
Luke Mann for Vianney. The
Bills have had great success
against him, however, winning three games against him
in the past two years.
The Jr. Bills struck first in

the bottom of the third.
Senior Louis Garavaglia
started off the inning with a
walk. Sophomore Kolin King
came in as a pinch runner,
and advanced to second on a
passed ball. Ditto then laced
a double into the left-center
field gap, bringing in King to
make it 1-0.
After advancing to third
on a wild pitch, Ditto was
brought in by junior Danny
Favazza, who crushed a triple
over the left fielder’s head.
But Favazza was thrown out
trying to advance home after
the Griffins bobbled the relay
throw from left field.
After blanking the Griffins’ offense in the top half of
the fourth, the Bills went back
to work in their half.

Junior Michael Bradley
started off the inning with a
base hit to left field, and then
stole second base to put himself in scoring position for
Peccola, who drove a base hit
up the middle to bring him in
and extend the lead to 3-1.
That was enough for Lester and Bauer, who combined
for the 3-1 win to improve the
Bills’ MCC record to 2-2.
Following their win
against Vianney, the Bills are
now ranked No. 6 among
large schools in the area, according to the St. Louis PostDispatch.
The Bills are back in action this weekend, when they
travel to Kentucky to play
three games in a wooden bat
tournament.
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Junior Michael Bradley against Loyola Academy-Chicago on
Mar. 31.

Lacrosse scraps for two convincing Tennis topples De Smet 5-4,
wins, looks to Jesuit Classic
tumbles against CBC
Stephen Ocampo
REPORTER

A

fter a crushing 11-4 win
over the Priory Rebels followed by another 14-6 victory
over the Lafayette Lancers, the
St. Louis U. High lacrosse team
has improved to 8-4 on the season.
Because of a new change
in rules in the Missouri Scholastic Lacrosse Association that
allows Division II teams to play
teams in Division I, the team
was set to play last year’s Division II State champions, the
Priory Rebels, on Wednesday,
April 12. However, this made
no difference to the team; competition is competition and the
Jr. Bills blew them out 11-4.
“We just came into the
game like every other game
just like it would be MICDS or
someone like that and hoping
to come out with the win,” said
junior Sam Ratterman.
“We were all still fired up
going into that game,” added
junior Will Perryman.
This intensity showed as
soon as the ball dropped on
the initial faceoff. The Jr. Bills
showcased their elite passing

and tough defense which allowed them to jump to a 2-0
lead in the first quarter.
In the second quarter, the
Rebels fought back and tallied
three goals, but the Jr. Bills put
up four of their own, giving
them a 6-3 lead heading into
the half.
For the rest of the game,
the Jr. Bills’ dominance proved
to be just too much to handle
for the Rebels. In the third
quarter, SLUH put up four
more goals and held Priory
scoreless, increasing the lead
to seven and allowing them to
coast to a 11-4 win. Senior Will
Farroll lead the team with four
goals.
“We kind of got into our
groove,” said Perryman. “We
might’ve gotten a little slow, but
when we are playing our game,
I think we have one of the best
shooting teams in the state.”
Five days later, SLUH kept
up the same level of play as they
plowed through the highlyranked Lafayette Lancers, 14-6.
“Obviously we were again
fired up because we felt they
didn’t deserve that ranking,”
said Perryman.
The Jr. Bills started off the

game dominating the Lancers as they put up the first four
goals of the night while allowing the Lancers to tally their
first goal with only 26 seconds
left in the first quater. Less than
15 seconds later, though, senior
Anthony Hughes answered
right back on the following faceoff, giving SLUH a 5-1 lead
heading into the second.
“We came out hot,” said
Perryman. “Our defense was
playing great. We got a lot of
knock downs, forced turnovers.
That’s the key.”
In the second, the Jr. Bills
were outscored 2-1, but SLUH
controlled the rest of the game.
A combination of aggressive
defense and smart shots gave
the Jr. Bills a 14-6 victory over
the Lancers. Farroll again led
the scoring, with five goals for
the night.
“We played complete,”
said Ratterman. “It was one our
first complete games as a team.”
“We just knew what we
had to do,” added Perryman,
“We just took care of business.”
The team’s next game is tomorrow morning at 9:00 versus
Brebeuf in the Jesuit Classic in
Indianapolis.

Blake Lanter
REPORTER

T

short and lost 5-4.
Along with the conference tournament, SLUH also
begins playing in the MICDS
tournament tomorrow. With
everyone only being able to
play one match, Behr and
freshman Victor Stefanescu
will play singles. One doubles

team will consist of seniors
Ben and Sam Bott, and the
other freshman Danny Lombardi and junior Noah Sandidge.
“We’re going to go in
and try and win a couple of
matches and hopefully have
some success there,” said Behr.

he St. Louis U. High varsity tennis team has had
a busy few weeks with big
matches against MCC rivals
CBC last Wednesday and
DeSmet on Tuesday.
The team also travelled
to Belleville West on Monday
and grabbed an easy win in
the second meeting between
the two teams.
The match against De
Smet at Dwight Davis Tennis
Courts on Tuesday was intended to prepare the team for
the conference tournament,
which begins Saturday, April
29. After gaining a 2-1 lead
in the doubles matches SLUH
was able to remain consistent
and win the match 5-4.
“We’re looking strong
heading into the end of the
season,” said senior Michael
Behr.
The match against CBC
on Wednesday got off to a
good start with a 2-1 lead after the doubles matches, but
the Cadets began to rally and
photo | Mrs. Kathy Chott
after two very close tiebreak
matches, SLUH came up just Senior Sam Bott against De Smet on Tuesday.

SPORTS
Golf remains undefeated in regular season
play, heads to Indiana with confidence
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Track grabs second
place at Dale Collier
Invitational behind
Ashford’s stellar
performance
Team prepares for
Kansas Relays
David Gordon
REPORTER

T

Junior Sam Bricker teeing off at The Laker Invitational at Old Kinderhook Golf Club.

Andrew Modder
SPORTS EDITOR

T

he St. Louis U. High varsity golf team continued to
roll through the regular season this past week, picking up
three match victories against
MCC opponents to remain
undefeated; the team also recorded impressive finishes in
two tournaments.
The Jr. Bills traveled to
the Lake of the Ozarks last
Wednesday to compete in
the Laker Invitational at Old
Kinderhook Golf Club, carrying momentum from a victory at the Bulldog Battle two
days earlier. This gave them a
taste of what the State tournament will be like later in the
season, with top teams from
all around Missouri in attendance.
That momentum was
put on display as SLUH connected the dots and avoided
huge mistakes, leading to all
five golfers shooting in the 70s
for a total team score of 308
strokes to finish in second behind Rockhurst.
“One of my aspirations
over the years is to have guys
shoot in the 70s when we play
18 holes, and I think down at
the lake was the first time that
I could remember that all five
of our players shot in the 70s,”
said head coach Scott Gilbert.
Junior Jack Wachter
kicked off the scoring for
the Jr. Bills as he fired a solid
4-over par 76, excelling in all
areas from tee to green.
“I was consistent for most
of the day and that is the key,”
said Wachter. “I had two shots
that I would love to have back
as they resulted in double bogeys, but all I can do is learn
from it and move on.”
Freshman Ray Winter,
in his first career high school
tournament, shot an impressive 5-over par 77, showing
his capabilities and skill to all
despite his previous lack of experience.
“I can’t speak enough
about Ray. One of the things
right off the bat that I think
was pretty neat to see was him
studying the course, he had
notes going, studying fairways, studying greens,” said

Gilbert. “That spoke volumes
of his mental approach; he
was trying to paint a picture
of what Wednesday was going
to look like for him.”
Junior Louie Perotti
kept it going for SLUH with
another 77, as senior Max
Twardowski (78) and junior
Sam Bricker (79) rounded out
the team scoring. The team’s
depth was certainly shown,
with only three strokes separating the top golfer’s score
and the bottom golfer’s score.
The following afternoon,
SLUH ventured to Westborough Country Club to clash
with Jesuit rival De Smet, anxious to take down the Spartans as always.
The Jr. Bills continued
to play consistent and smart
golf, with seven of eight golfers scoring in the 30’s in nine
holes to squeak out a twostroke victory over the Spartans.
“It was a good feeling to
come back from the lake and
take care of business against
De Smet, we were really happy
with results there,” said Gilbert.
After a nice rest over
the Easter weekend, the team
sprang back into action in the
Webster Cup held at Crescent
Farms Golf Club. The same
squad of five that went to Old
Kinderhook battled against 22
other teams and ended up in
third place with 313 strokes.
Chaminade claimed the team
title with 309 strokes, and
CBC snuck into the second
spot at 312.
Twardowski shot a stellar 4-over par 76 to grab one
of the three medals for SLUH.
Bricker and Winter stayed
hot, as Bricker fired a 78 and
the freshman phenom carded
a 79 to medal as well.
Perotti and Wachter
both struggled through their
rounds, being physically fatigued from a long weekend
tournament. Perotti shot 80
for the fourth and final individual score counted, and
Wachter shot 84.
“It’s a little disappointing.
I’m not going to complain a
whole lot,” said Gilbert. “Our
three, four, and five guys really
came through. Our one and

two guys were off. A little discouraging, but still third place
out of 23 teams. Four strokes.
It motivates us more and
keeps the fire burning more,
it aggravates you, it keeps you
hungry.”
The team carried this
newfound motivation into its
match the next day against
CBC, eager to have another
shot at the Cadets after losing to them by just a stroke at
Crescent Farms.
Perotti was back on his
game, splitting fairways and
sticking iron shots on most of
the greens en route to a 2-under par 33. Senior Andrew
Modder added an even-par
35 as the Jr. Bills downed the
Cadets 213-224 to stay undefeated in match play.
Chaminade came to play
the next day, and proved to be
very tough to handle. SLUH
took care of business, however, playing on the same course
as the match against CBC with
the same result: an MCC victory.
Led by Wachter’s 3-under
32 and Twardowski’s 2-under
33, the Jr. Bills moved to 4-0
in regular season play with a
210-220 victory.
“I was very confident
when I had my putter in my
hand,” said Wachter. “I birdied
five holes and they were all a
result of making good 10 to 15
foot putts.”
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With
this
victory,
the team has now breezed
through its first wave of MCC
play, defeating all four of the
other schools in the conference. They will face off with
all of them a second time in
the coming weeks, so the consistent play needs to continue
to complete the season sweep.
Now, SLUH looks to its
next important outing tomorrow morning: the Midwestern
Classic in DeMotte, Ind. at
Sandy Pines Golf Club. The
team seeks to defend its title
from last year’s victory, and
will have a better chance of
doing that since SLUH will
bring two teams of five along:
SLUH Blue and SLUH White.
The Blue team includes
Wachter, Twardowski, Perotti,
Bricker, and Modder, and the
White team has Winter, senior
Michael Rackers, junior Jack
Fitzpatrick, and sophomores
Parker Leavitt and Jonathan
Turner.
“We went there last year
and being one of the only
teams from St. Louis, we
didn’t really know what to expect or what the competition
would be like,” said Wachter.
“We ended up winning the
thing and played some great
golf. This year, we are bringing an even stronger team and
we fully expect to defend our
title.”

he SLUH track and field
team competed last Saturday at the Dale Collier
Invitational hosted by Kirkwood High School against 24
teams, including SLUH rivals
Blue Springs and Rock Bridge
who both are trying to make
names to be contenders at the
State competition. Overall,
the team dominated throughout the meet to place second
overall, behind Blue Springs.
“Dale Collier is actually
one of the most competitive
meets in the state, so it reflected well on us that we got
second place, we saw a lot of
good performances from individuals,” said coach Ryan
McAnany. “We saw a lot of
good competition for a meet
before State and a lot of faces
that will be familiar to us at
the State competition.“
The team scored a point
in every single event except
the 4 x 200 meter relay, which
was disqualified during the
race.
“It was good to see athletes like freshman Noah Scott
compete, sophomore Reed
Milnor in the 1600 and of
course junior Daniel McMurran as he placed second in
the high jump and of course

freshman Lazarus Williams as
he got second in the 800, he’s
got a bright future ahead of
him too,” said McAnany.
“I thought we ran well,
we ran the second fastest 4 x
800 time in the state, the fastest 4 x 400 time for Class 5 in
the state,” said coach Joe Porter, “We put up 120 points in a
really big meet, so it’s a great
sign for the upcoming weeks
as we continue to improve on
the road to State.”
One of the most outstanding efforts of the day was
by senior captain Jayson Ashford as he placed first in the
100, 200, and 400.
“Jayson’s 4 x 400 split
was remarkable. I have never
seen anything like it before.
He caught the guy in first
and now has a top ten time in
400 so he has a bright future
ahead of him and it has been
a blessing to coach him,” said
McAnany
Seven of the speediest
Jr. Bills will be competing this
weekend at the Kansas Relays
which is hosted at the University of Kansas.
“I am very excited to go
to Kansas and compete, my
sister says its a cool opportunity so I am really looking forward to it,” said Williams.
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Senior Jayson Ashford at the MCC Invitational on April 8.

Varsity Briefs
Water Polo
4/12
SLUH		
Kirkwood

22
3

4/17
SLUH		
17
Parkway Central 2

Junior Louie Perotti chipping onto the
green at Old Kinderhook.
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4/18
SLUH		
Ladue		

15
4

4/20
SLUH		
Marquette

17
3

Volleyball
4/19
SLUH		
O’ Fallon		

2
1

23-25, 25-23, 25-19
4/20
SLUH		
Vianney		

2
1

25-21, 18-25, 25-23
Rugby
4/19
SLUH		
CBC		

26
24

Compiled by Ryan Neuner, Nathan Langhauser, and Jack
Connaghan.
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McKernan directs
second play at SLUH:
God of Carnage
(continued from page 1)

most like improv,” said Smith.
“There’s so much room for inventiveness when it comes to
expressing characters.”
This is McKernan’s second play at SLUH; last year
he directed his debut play of
“Who Am I This Time?” He
knew he wanted to follow it up
with “God of Carnage” after
reading it over the summer.
“It seemed small enough,
manageable enough, and
timely enough to make me
want to do it,” said McKernan.
Although at this point it
is all prospective, McKernan
has some thought on possible
future plays he would want to
direct.
“‘Superior Donuts’ was re-

ally great and fun and interesting and I think it would work
great at SLUH,” said McKernan. “Somewhere, somehow,
I’d like to do Death of a Salesman.”
The play will be at 7:30
on Friday and Saturday, and
2:00 on Sunday. Tickets can be
bought at the box office or reserved by emailing boxoffice@
sluh.org.
“I’m sure many SLUH
students will be sitting at
home on Saturday night eating pizza rolls and watching
Naruto,” said Smith. “If this
applies to you I’d just like to
say that you might as well go.
It’s funny, it’s entertaining, and
it’ll be worth your time.”

Faculty networks at National
Catholic Conference
(continued from page 1)

country, and learned a number of things I think would
be great to implement here at
SLUH.”
The gathering began with
a mass given by Most Reverend George V. Murry, offered
to everyone in attendance.
The mass was also served by
seniors Salvatore Vitellaro and
Nick Lally.
“It was the biggest Mass I
have ever served with respect
to the number of people,” said
Vitellaro.
The conference featured
around 50 seminars per day,
covering every topic from
marketing to sustainability.
“The NCEA conference
was a good opportunity for me
and other teachers to get ideas
about our profession,” said
math teacher Tracy Lyons.
“I was able to connect with
teachers from other schools,
both in St. Louis and throughout the country, to discuss
ideas for the classroom and
learn about their experiences.”
Faculty from nearly every department were present
to represent SLUH. Campus
Ministry received the “Lead,
Learn, Proclaim” award,
which “recognizes the out-

standing efforts, contributions, and achievements on
behalf of Catholic school
education,” according to the
NCEA website.
“We were surprised to
have Dr. Moran with us, Mr.
Linhares, and Mr. Laughlin
with the entire Campus Ministry team being recognized,
along with teachers administrators, and principals being
recognized,” said Beugg.
In conjunction with the
NCEA conference, the Catholic Library Association is also
holding its annual conference,
and librarian Courtney Shraut
is a newly elected member of
the executive board. Schraut
spent the conference visiting
both pieces of the conference,
learning about helping students with learning disabilities and technology, especially
coding.
“The best part of these
conferences is getting a chance
to meet and network with
other educators and librarians
from across the country,” said
Schraut. “It’s great to be able to
meet people and get connected all over the country and it
was great that it was here in St.
Louis.”

Eclipse speaker Tuesday

Jr. Bills receive sacraments
of initiation at Vigils

April 21, 2017

Friday, April 21

Schedule R

V tennis Tournament of Champions
V track in Kansas relays
V baseball in Marshall County Classic
JV lacrosse Jesuit Classic in Indianapolis
AP
Freshmen Class Mass
Snack—chicken rings
Lunch
Special—philly cheese steak
Vegetarian—garden burger
7:30pm
God of Carnage

Saturday, April 22

Incoming freshmen placement exams
JV Volleyball @ Marquette
9:00am
V golf in Lake Central tournament
10:00am inline hockey @ Columbia
11:00am JV lacrosse vs. Brebeuf Jesuit in Indianapolis 			
tournament
2:30pm
JV lacrosse vs. Marquette in Indianapolis 			
tournament
7:30pm
God of Carnage

Sunday, April 23
photo | courtesy of Mr. Brian Gilmore

Freshman Jack Billeaud awaiting his baptism.

(continued from page 1)

about.
“The school has really
nourished his faith life,” said
Hill. “It was here that the seeds
were planted and that it also
grew, and so this is a fruit of
what SLU High is as a school.”
While Li was being initiated into the church at the
Cathedral, Billeaud joined the
faith only two and a half miles
away on Washington University’s campus. His Baptism was
a part of a Holy Saturday Mass
that took place in the school’s
student union.
Billeaud, having one
Catholic parent and one nonCatholic parent, had the option
to choose whether he would be
baptized or not. After he made
the decision to be baptized, Billeaud’s family contacted campus minister Nick Ehlman last
Spring before arriving at SLUH
about finding an RCIA program for Billeaud to take part
in. He got the family in touch
with Jim Dryden, SLUH grad
and director of the RCIA program at Washington University.
At the Mass, Billeaud was
the only person to be received
into the Church through his
Baptism, but several others
were receiving different sacraments.
“He looked remarkably
calm and happy about it even
though he was the only one,”
said theology teacher Brian
Gilmore, who attended the
Mass.
Both Baptisms say a lot
about the students who attend
SLUH and the impact SLUH
has on them.
“It’s just awesome to know
that two SLUH students with
some unique circumstances for
getting baptized—one coming
from thousands of miles away,
and the other who was born
not far from here but made the
choice on his own—made these
decisions,” said Gilmore.

some different circumstances
since he is originally from China.
“He has a pretty different upbringing,” said Foy. “He
wasn’t like many RCIA candidates who grow up non-Catholic but around Catholicism and
around Christianity. He grew
up in a household that was pretty non-religious, in a country
that’s very non-religious, so his
process was incredibly intentional—it came from him, and
it came from his faith.”
“There’s something special
about a fully grown adult consciously and willing deciding
that this is what he believes,”
said Hill. “I think that’s very
special.”
Despite his family being
thousands of miles away, Li was
still surrounded by supporters during his initiation. Li has
become an integral part of his
class over the last two years and
many of his classmates came to
support him at the Easter Vigil.
“I’m really happy that I
had the support of my friends,
teachers, and family. It made
me feel like I’m not alone on
this journey,” said Li. “It really
means a lot when people that
never go to church, like Galen
Bacharier, show up at my baptism.”
“I’m not one for long Masses, but I went all three of those
hours, and let me tell you, it was
a beautiful Mass, folks,” said senior Galen Bacharier. “Waiting
through that long Mass, even
though I was unfamiliar with it,
was definitely worth it to see my
good friend Lancer finally join
us as brothers in Christ.”
“I was actually very happy
to see all the other guys at the
Easter Vigil,” said Hill. “There
must have been about ten to fifteen SLUH kids there at the Cathedral supporting him as well
as Mr. Hannick, Ms. Beugg, Mr.
Deves, Fr. Poirer, and obviously
Dr. Foy.”
Li’s Baptism is only the
beginning of his faith journey,
however, and he has a lot to face
in the future.
“I hope that he understands that nobody’s faith journey is ever complete,” said Foy.
“Every student who leaves a
supportive Catholic environment, like St. Louis U. High,
and goes on to college has many
significant choices to make.
He’ll have to do a lot more work
to be a person of faith.”
Li’s decision to join the
Catholic church was cultivated
during his time at SLUH, which
photo | Tim Moritz
can be seen as a testament to
Li
with
Foy,
his
confirmation
what St. Louis U. High is all
sponsor and godfather.

9:30am
5:00pm
2:00pm

Grandparents’ Mass
Rugby vs. Priory
God of Carnage

Monday, April 24
9:00am
AP

Lunch
3:30pm
4:00pm
4:00pm
4:15pm
4:15pm
4:30pm
4:30pm

Tuesday, April 25
AP

Lunch
3:30pm
3:30pm
3:30pm
4:00pm
4:00pm
4:15pm
4:15pm
4:30pm
5:00pm
7:00pm

Schedule R

JV golf vs. Kirkwood
Liturgical choir rehearsal
Freshmen class meeting
NHS meeting
University of California, Los Angeles
University of Missouri Kansas City
Ohio Wesleyan University
University of Richmond
Seton Hall University
St. Mary’s University of San Antonio
Snack—pizza stick
Special—toasted ravioli
Vegetarian—grilled cheese
V golf vs. Chaminade
JV tennis vs. Ladue
V tennis vs. Ladue
B baseball @ De Smet
C baseball vs. De Smet
C/JV/V volleyball @ Parkway West
JV/V water Polo @ Parkway West

Schedule R

Liturgical choir rehearsal
Eclipse speaker
Birmingham-Southern College
Hillsdale College
Illonois Institute of Technology
Kansas State University
Park University
Wabash College
Snack—chicken nuggets
Special—flatbread pizza
Vegetarian—pasta
Incoming freshmen make up placement exams
C/JV golf vs. CBC
V golf vs. CBC
V2 track @ Vianney
JV tennis vs. Kirkwood
B baseball @ Westminster
C baseball vs. Fox
C/JV/V volleyball vs. St. Mary’s
JV/V Rugby @ De Smet
AMDG Parent Spirituality Planning Meeting

Wednesday, April 26

Mass Schedule

Scholar Bowl Sectionals
All School Awards Ceremony
9:40am
DePaul University
Indiana University
Purdue University
Indianapolis
Lunch
Special—bacon cheese sandwich
Vegetarian—black bean burger
3:15pm
Spring signing day
4:30pm
C baseball @ CBC
5:15pm
V baseball vs. McCluer North

Thursday, April 27
Mass of Praise and Gratitude
V water polo Lindbergh invitational
Music MSHSAA state festival
Lunch
Special—Papa John’s pizza
Vegetarian—garden burger
University of Mississippi
3:30pm
JV golf vs. De Smet
3:30pm
V golf vs. De Smet
4:00pm
C/JV track @ Vianney
4:15pm
C baseball vs. Seckman
4:15pm
B baseball vs. Vianney
4:15pm
JV tennis vs. Parkway West
4:15pm
V tennis vs. Parkway West
4:30pm
V baseball @ Vianney
5:30pm
C lacrosse vs. Vianney
7:00pm
Student art exhibit opening
7:30pm
NHS induction

Friday, April 28
Freshmen Class Dance
JV water polo Ladue invitational
AP
Snack—mini corn dogs
Lunch
Special—chicken rings
Vegetarian—grilled cheese
4:00pm
C/JV/V volleyball @ CBC
4:15pm
C baseball vs. CBC
4:30pm
B baseball vs. Granite City
9:00pm
Inline hockey vs. Lafayette

Mass Schedule

Schedule R
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